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ABSTRACT
We have developed a new method for the reconstruction of di†erential emission measure distributions

based on a Metropolis Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC[M]) method. This technique allows us to
(1) relax nonphysical smoothness constraints generally imposed on DEMs, (2) determine conÐdence
bounds on the computed values, and (3) include extra information in the form of upper limits. Using the
MCMC[M] algorithm, we reanalyze extreme ultraviolet spectral line Ñuxes obtained from Solar Extreme
Ultraviolet Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph observations by Brosius et al. to obtain di†erential emis-
sion measure (DEM) distributions for active and quiet regions on the Sun. Both active- and quiet-region
DEMs show a probable minimum near log T B 5.6 ; the quiet-region DEM drops o† beyond
log T \ 6.4, while the active-region DEM does not show evidence of a signiÐcant downturn even at
log T \ 7. The most striking aspect of our results is that the latter also shows several sharp peaks (of
width D0.1 dex), notably at log T \ 6 and 6.3, and a broad feature, beyond log T \ 6.5. We also
explore the limitations on DEM reconstruction imposed by imperfect atomic data, choice of spectral
lines, uncertainties in abundances, and other systematic errors. Within these limitations, we discuss the
derived emission measure distribution and comment on its implications to coronal structure. We con-
clude that calculation of uncertainties on the DEM are crucial in the interpretation of structure seen in
reconstructions. Further, a careful selection of the spectral lines used to infer the DEM is needed in
order to avoid ““ artiÐcially ÏÏ generating structure in the DEM.
Subject headings : atomic processes È radiative transfer È Sun: corona È Sun: UV radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

Surveys of the sky at UV and X-ray wavelengths have
revealed the ubiquitous presence of solar-like transition
regions and coronal plasma in the outer atmospheres of
late-type dwarfs from spectral types mid-F to late M, and in
late-type giants down to mid-K (see, e.g., Golub, &Rosner,
Vaiana & Linsky One of the outstand-1985 ; Jordan 1987).
ing problems in astrophysics is the question of how this
plasma is heated to temperatures of up to several tens of
millions of kelvins.

The relatively low densities of the plasma in the solar
outer atmosphere (e.g., cm~3 in nonÑaringN

e
D 109È1010

plasma of the solar corona) render the emission essentially
optically thin and collision dominated. Although some evi-
dence is emerging based on Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
(EUV E) spectra that some stellar coronae might reach den-
sities as high as cm~3 (see, e.g., the review byN

e
D 1013

and some authors claim resonance scatteringDrake 1996)
plays a role in some coronal line spectra et al.(Schrijveret

see also the counterarguments by et al.1995 ; Schmitt 1996 ;
Laming, & Widing it is reasonable to assumeDrake, 1997),

that stellar coronal emission is also well described as being
optically thin.

Optically thin, collisionally dominated plasmas in equi-
librium can be parameterized in one dimension in terms of
temperature by their so-called emission measure (EM) dis-
tributions, or its di†erential form with respect to tem-
perature (DEM; see for the mathematical formalism).° 2
The DEM allows for a very convenient and potentially
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powerful characterization of the temperature structure of
the atmosphere.

The convenience lies in the relative simplicity of the one-
dimensional function as compared to the complexity of
observed spectra : it enables one to predict the spectrum in
di†erent bandpasses, to easily compare and combine obser-
vations of the same plasma made by di†erent instruments in
di†erent bandpasses, and in principle to perform quantitat-
ive comparative studies of di†erent observations of di†erent
plasma sources. In short, the DEM represents a simple
source model that might be applied as long as the under-
lying assumptions in the optically thin, collisionally domi-
nated radiative-loss model are applicable (see ° 3).

The thermodynamic state of the plasma source itself is
determined by its response to sources and sinks of energy,
as governed by the straightforward concept of energy con-
servation. In principle, if the thermodynamic state of the
atmosphere can be inferred through observation and deri-
vation of the DEM, and if we can understand all the sinks of
energy that are signiÐcant, then the form of the heating
function can be diagnosed through application of the equa-
tions of energy balance (see, e.g., Jordan and1980, 1992,
references therein). In practice, there are likely to be mani-
fold complexities in the actual energy balance caused by
e†ects such as mass Ñows, di†usion, and highly complicated
topology, rendering this process somewhat difficult at best.
A detailed discussion of this problem in the solar context is
presented by Despite the likely intracta-Mariska (1992).
bility of this inverse problem (DEM techniques have been
used for 30 years, yet the coronal heating problem has not
been solved), the DEM still provides convenient obser-
vational constraints on heating theories : successful theories
must be able to account for the range of observed DEMs,
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both in the solar outer atmosphere and in stars of di†erent
spectral types and activity levels.

Extracting the actual source DEM from observed quan-
tities (usually spectral line Ñuxes), while conceptually
simple, is actually an ill-conditioned problem with no truly
unique solution unless additional constraints are imposed.
Consequently, a number of di†erent methods of attack have
been devised to tackle the problem, and a commensurate
amount of critique has been written about these. In particu-
lar, we draw attention to & Brown and to theCraig (1976)
very recent work of Hubeny, & Brown whoJudge, (1997),
present detailed analyses of the difficulties in the inversion
problem from an analytical point of view. We discuss some
of the main issues in brief in the following section.

Despite the potential drawbacks, the DEM inference
problem is of growing topical interest because of the rapidly
expanding database of EUV and X-ray spectroscopic obser-
vations of stellar coronae, as realized for the case of the Sun
by, e.g., the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and
the Solar EUV Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph
(SERTS) and in the stellar case by, e.g., the Extreme Ultra-
violet Explorer (EUV E) and (at lower spectral resolution)
the Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics
(ASCA). While several di†erent DEM inversion methods
have been applied to data obtained from these missions,
many of these do not o†er the ability to investigate the
signiÐcance of the resulting DEM structure, or else, to aid
the inversion process, they impose mathematical con-
straints that have no physical basis, such as smooth deriv-
atives, or that are not rigorously repeatable for disparate
data sets, such as Ðts based on polynomials. Such methods
render it extremely difficult to compare DEMs derived from
di†erent sets of observations. Moreover, inversion methods
that do not provide some estimate of the uncertainty in the
EM at each temperature are of little use for comparative
studies of coronal structure in di†erent types of stars, or
indeed, of changes in coronal structure in di†erent obser-
vations of the same star.

In this paper, we apply a new method of DEM recon-
struction to solar EUV data and discuss the problems
inherent in the process of deriving and interpreting DEMs.
Our main contentions are, Ðrst, that ““ unsmooth ÏÏ structure
in the resulting DEMs Ðts observed line Ñuxes better than
““ smooth solutions,ÏÏ but that this structure may arise solely
as a result of problems with the underlying atomic data, or
impropriety of the underlying assumptions of the DEM
approach ; and second that, without rigorous estimates of
the DEM uncertainty, the derived DEMs can be of little
astrophysical value or can even be misleading.

Our DEM reconstruction method employs a Markov-
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. This approach is
based on a Bayesian formalism that allows us to infer the
best set of model parameters that describe the observed
data even if the problem is ill constrained. The method
allows straightforward generalization to any number of
dimensions such that, in principal, elemental abundances
and plasma densities may also be derived simultaneously
with the DEM (see, however, the discussion of et al.Judge

concerning the problems regarding the density1997
inversion).

We outline the spectral line database used in our analysis
in and describe the formalism of di†erential emission° 2
measures and problems associated with deriving them in

We then describe our analysis and Ðltering of the data° 3.

in The MCMC-based algorithm and its implementation° 4.
are detailed in and veriÐcation of the technique with° 5.1.2,
simulated data is discussed in an Appendix. The results are
discussed in and summarized in° 6 ° 7.

2. OBSERVATIONS : SOLAR EUV LINE INTENSITIES

A solar active region (NOAA AR 7563) and quiet-Sun
regions were observed during a Ñight of the Solar EUV
Rocket Telescope and Spectrograph et al.(Neupert 1981 ;

& Neupert et al. in the 280ÈThomas 1994 ; Brosius 1996)
420 region (1993 August 17 ; cf. et al. here-A� Brosius 1996 ;
after subsequent detailed analysis by (who alsoB96) ; B96
present similar analyses of SERTS spectra obtained in
earlier Ñights) resulted in the detection and identiÐcation of
65 lines in the active-region (hereafter AR93) spectrum and
57 lines in the quiet Sun (hereafter QS93) spectrum. B96
describe the data reduction and the measurement of Ñuxes
for these sets of spectral lines. We adopt their line Ñuxes
here.

derived DEMs using the cubic spline method ofB96
& Landini applied to a subset ofMonsignori-Fossi (1991),

the dataÈspectral lines forming pairs whose line ratios are
temperature and density insensitive (we have not followed
this procedure ; see Two of our aims are to use the° 4.2.3).
spectral line intensities of in order to test our DEMB96
reconstruction method and to examine the nature of the
resulting DEM distributions. We therefore note that, while
the atomic data used by to interpret observed lineB96
intensities is often in common with that used by us in this
study (see below), there are some di†erences that prevent an
entirely direct comparison of our results with those of B96.

3. DIFFERENTIAL EMISSION MEASURES

3.1. Formalism
The formalism of the DEM analysis was Ðrst developed

by and later by Orral, & ZirkerPottasch (1963), Jeffries,
and & Brown(1972), Withbroe (1975), Jordan (1976) Craig

a detailed treatment for the solar context can be(1976) ;
found in & McWhirter For the purposes ofBruner (1988).
clarity in the material presented elsewhere in this paper, we
describe here the fundamental assumptions and equations
pertinent to the DEM reconstruction process here.

The DEM method is based on the following assumptions
with regard to the state of the emitting source :

1. Optical depths within the source are negligible.
2. Collisions dominate excitation and ionization pro-

cesses.
3. Excitation and ionization processes are in statistical

equilibrium.
4. Electrons and ions have Maxwellian velocity distribu-

tions characterized by the same temperature.
5. The elemental composition does not vary within the

corona.

The lack of signiÐcant optical depth in a collision-
dominated plasma means that any one volume element of
plasma is radiatively decoupled from any other volume
element ; the plasma can then be thought of simply as a
collection of quasi-isothermal plasmas of di†erent tem-
peratures, each occupying a di†erent volume element. The
emergent intensity of a given spectral line from one of these
isothermal plasma elements simply depends on the volume
integrated product of the number density of the emitting
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ionic species, the number density of the line-exciting species
(mostly electrons) and the appropriate excitation coefficient
describing the efficiency of the line excitation mechanism.
For a given transition, this product is proportional
(through the ionization state of the plasma and the relative
abundance of the element in question) to where isN

e
2, N

ethe electron number density. For a transition u ] l, the line
intensity
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where is a known constant, which includes the wave-K
ullength of the transition and the stellar distance, A is the

elemental abundance, and is the ““ contribution ÏÏG
ul
(T , N

e
)

function of the line containing all the relevant atomic
physics parameters. In the solar context, the above integral
is often carried out over the plasma depth rather than the
volume. Note that is only a weak function ofG

ul
N

e
;

density-sensitive spectral lines may be used to constrain the
values of prior to DEM analysis, so we will henceforthN

ewrite The quantity is usuallyG
ul

\ G
ul
(T ). N

e
2(T )V (T )

referred to as the ““ volume emission measure ÏÏ (VEM).
Recasting this integral into one over the temperature, T , of
the emitting plasma, we then form the expression for the
total intensity of a spectral line :
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G
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2(T )

dV (T )
d log T

d log T , (2)

which would in the cgs system have the units ergs cm~2 s~1
sr~1. Here, we have used the last two of the assumptions
enumerated above, and the VEM has been transformed to
its logarithmic di†erential form the di†erential emission
measure

DEM(T ) \ N
e
2(T )

dV (T )
d log T

. (3)

& Brown provided the Ðrst rigorous deÐnitionCraig (1976)
of the DEM as a weighting function, or source term, in the
integral equation for the line intensity that one is attempt-
ing to solve.

3.2. Sources of Uncertainty
In practical application, it is important to realize that all

the terms in are subject to errors and uncer-equation (2)
tainties. Not only are these present in the directly observed
quantities (the line Ñuxes and scale factors but alsoI

ul
K

ul
),

in the atomic data and ion populations (represented by
see and abundances A (see and evenG

ul
(T ) ; ° 3.2.3) ° 4.2.2),

in the coarseness of the integration represented by d log T
(see Blends of additional unresolved lines not con-° 3.3).
sidered in line Ñux measurements and errors in(° 3.2.1)
instrument calibration also contribute to systematic(° 3.2.2)
errors in the measured Ñuxes. In addition, the underlying
assumptions in may be invalid (cf.equation (2) Lang,
Mason, & McWhirter The uncertainties in the1990).
element abundance and in the scale factor are the sameK

ulfor lines of the same element and can be dealt with trivially.
In this work, we avoid the problem of coarse gridding by
using a temperature grid that oversamples the contribution
functions (and defer a discussion of variable bin sizes and its
consequences to future work).

3.2.1. L ine Blending

Even at the resolution of the SERTS instrument, line
blending can sometimes be a problem. Line blends and line
misidentiÐcations can be diagnosed to some extent through
comparisons of the EMs predicted by di†erent lines of the
same ion, as illustrated by the recent paper by et al.Young

hereafter In we discuss the lines we(1998; Y98). ° 4.2.3,
discard from our DEM reconstructions because of suspect-
ed blending.

3.2.2. Instrument Calibration

Probable instrument calibration problems concerning
the SERTS 1989 Ñight were uncovered by who wereY98,
lead to suggest a modiÐcation in the calibration corre-
sponding to a lowering of the e†ective area longward of 400

touched upon the calibration of the SERTS 1993A� . B96
spectra and veriÐed quantitatively using density- and
temperature-insensitive line ratios that there appears to be
no large systematic problems as functions of wavelength.
Absolute calibration is not important for our DEM recon-
struction since this simply represents a global normal-
ization factor for the DEM as a whole. Issues such as that
unearthed by are a potential problem, however. In ourY98
DEM reconstructions described below, we do note an unex-
pectedly larger scatter in a comparison between a subset
(data set [a] of of observed line Ñuxes and those° 4.2.3)
predicted using the reconstructed DEM near 350 whichA� ,
could possibly be related to residual calibration uncer-
tainties at this wavelength.

3.2.3. L ine Contribution Function

Proper treatment of the systematic uncertainties in G
ul
(T )

is nontrivial, partly because of its complex nature (see also
the discussion by et al. et al. butLang 1990 ; Judge 1997),
also because it lies inside the integral over temperature.
Because of the difficulties involved, rigorous inclusion of
realistic uncertainties in has never been done in anyG

ul
(T )

studies involving construction of DEMs from observed line
intensities. Instead, here we apply the practical, but almost
certainly inadequate, approximation that the uncertainty

for any given transition is independent of tem-dG
ul
(T )

perature, We can then incorporate coarsedG
ul
(T ) ] dG

ul
.

estimates for the uncertainties in in the Ðnal DEMG
ulthrough simple quadrature addition with the other sources

of uncertainty.
The two dominant sources of uncertainty for a given

spectral line are the collisional excitation rate and the ion
population. Uncertainties in the atomic physics in analyses
such as those presented here (i.e., based on spectral lines
from di†erent elements at di†erent ionization stages) are
very difficult to assess rigorously. This is because many of
the uncertainties can be correlated in complicated ways
and, moreover, change with temperature ; the assumed ion-
ization balance is an obvious case for which all lines of a
given ion share the same uncertainty. Unfortunately, for
many lines observed in reasonable quality spectra, espe-
cially those involving more complicated terms, the errors in
the atomic physics parameters are likely to dominate the
observational errors. For example, Laming, &Drake,
Widing assessed a nominal 30% error on predicted(1995)
strengths of lines observed in EUV E spectra based on criti-
cally compiled and assessed, and on specially recalculated,
atomic data. While probably realistic for the more simple
transitions for which recent theoretical work exists, this
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nominal uncertainty will be overly optimistic in the case of
more complex ions and transitions. Some discussion illus-
trating the sometimes large and problematic di†erences in
the predicted line spectra of the widely available optically
thin plasma radiative-loss models, such as those of

& Landini and Mewe, &Monsignori-Fossi (1994) Kaastra,
Nieuwenhuijzen can be found in et al.(1996b), Brickhouse

and references therein.(1995),
The di†erent ion balance calculations, such as those for

Fe by & Raymond and & Rothen-Arnaud (1992) Arnaud
Ñug lead to di†erences in the proÐles of the contribu-(1986),
tion functions thus changing the predicted lineG

ul
(T ),

emissivities themselves and causing the peak contribution
temperatures of spectral lines to shift. This latter e†ect may
be as large as 25%; e.g., the shift in Fe XVII between the
calculations of & RothenÑug 4] 106 K) andArnaud (1986;

& Raymond 5 ] 106 K). In addition, theArnaud (1992 ;
available calculations generally correspond to the low-
density limit cm~3) and of necessity ignore more([108
complicated case-speciÐc nonequilibrium e†ects that may
arise, e.g., in siphon Ñows in coronal loops et al.(Spadaro
1995).

We also note that, while the ion balance calculations of
& Raymond include more realistic treat-Arnaud (1992)

ments of the relevant physical processes than those of
& RothenÑug they are available only for Fe,Arnaud (1986),

and the latter do provide a more consistent set of calcu-
lations for considering together lines due to di†erent ele-
ments. Indeed Drake, & Widing preferredLaming, (1995)
the earlier work in their study of solar coronal element
abundances for this reason.

We discuss further the e†ects of the sources of the errors
touched upon here on our DEM reconstructions in ° 6.1
below. Further analytical discussion of the problems of sys-
tematic errors in DEM reconstruction can be found in

et al.Judge (1997).

3.3. Implicit Difficulties in Reconstructing the DEM
The DEM(T ) is observationally derived through inver-

sion of based on measurements of spectral linesequation (2)
formed at di†erent temperatures. The inversion of this type
of equation (Fredholm equation of the Ðrst type) poses well-
known mathematical difficulties. Earlier discussions and
treatments of this problem have been presented by several
di†erent authors (see, e.g., et al.Jeffries 1972 ; Withbroe

et al. & Brown1975 ; Sylwester 1980 ; Craig 1986 ;
the collection of papers in &Siarkowski 1983 ; Harrison

Thompson and more recently, et al. and1991 ; Mewe 1995 ;
et al. to name a few).Judge 1997,

From it can be seen that the temperatureequation (2),
range over which information can be provided on the DEM
by any one spectral line depends critically on the
““ contribution function ÏÏ In order to derive the DEMG

ul
(T ).

over a wide range of temperature, a number of di†erent
spectral lines, or indices, with di†erent G(T ) functions must
be observed. If a large number of spectroscopically acces-
sible indices covering a large range in temperature but each
formed over only narrow and mutually exclusive ranges of
temperature are available, the inversion of isequation (2)
well-constrained. However, spectral lines are formed over
quite large ranges in temperature determined primarily by
the parent ion population [the G(T ) functions have typical
widths of * log T D 0.3]. The most problematic aspect of
the inversion problem then lies in the dependence of the

solution at any one temperature on the solution at other
temperatures because the spectral lines used to diagnose the
EM distribution are formed over this Ðnite range in tem-
perature. The problem is akin to that of reconstructing an
image based on scanning only the integrated intensity
through a window of Ðnite size at only a limited number of
locations. In our case, we are using each spectral line as a
windowing function on the underlying emission measure
distribution. This concept is important because it means
that the resolution and extent of our best possible recon-
struction of the actual EM distribution is entirely depen-
dent on the available window functionsÈin our case, the
available spectral lines.

& Brown presented the Ðrst detailed mathe-Craig (1976)
matical analysis of the problems of DEM inversion for the
speciÐc case of stellar EUV and X-ray spectra. They argued,
perhaps somewhat pessimistically, that spectral line contri-
bution functionsÈthe G(T ) functionsÈdo not provide ade-
quate temperature resolution to deÐne the DEM with any
astrophysically useful precision. The problem they high-
lighted in detail is one inherent in the integral equation (2) :
solutions with components of higher frequency than the
G(T ) functions are not constrained, and so for any given set
of spectral lines, there are an inÐnite number of solutions for

that satisfy it. This viewpoint was criticizedN
e
2 dV (T )/log T

by Schrijver, & Mewe who argued thatSylwester, (1980),
enforcing positivity in the DEM provides an additional
powerful constraint that is grounded in the physics of the
problem (see also et al. However, even withSchmitt 1996).
the positivity constraint, ““ useful ÏÏ solutions to the inversion
must include additional constraints in order to restrict the
range of possible solutions. These additional constraints
involve artiÐcial smoothness criteria.

Smoothness criteria are introduced either in an explicit
fashion, such as the smoothed second derivatives of Mewe
et al. and the ““ adaptive smoothing ÏÏ technique of(1995)

or implicitly, as in the cubic spline inter-Thompson (1991),
polation method of & Landini theMonsignori-Fossi (1991),
polynomial Ðtting method of or theDammasch (1991),
Chebychev polynomial method of et al. orStern (1995),
even simply through the choice of the discretization size of
the temperature grid. The main astrophysical drawback of
these smoothing techniques is that they are not motivated
by physical considerations of the source or the observing
instrument and so might discriminate against situations in
which the actual DEM is not particularly smooth. For
example, et al. have pointed out that modelsSchmitt (1996)
of coronal loops do not have smooth DEMs because they
are generally parameterized by maximum temperatures that
deÐne a discontinuity in their EM distributions (cf. Rosner,
Tucker, & Vaiana et al. et al.1978 ; Serio 1981 ; Rosner
1985).

In the analysis that follows, we develop a local smoothing
method using the form of the contribution functions G

ul
(T )

of the observed spectral lines (see Using this° 5.2.3).
approach, we sidestep the problem of ill conditioning that
arises if the temperature grid is signiÐcantly Ðner than the
widths of the line contribution functions, and we also avoid
the artiÐcial smoothness and rigidity constraints such as are
imposed by polynomial or spline Ðtting or by limits on
derivatives of possible solutions. Our technique thus allows
us to detect the Ðnest structure that our observational data
allow; if the source DEM contains structure on a Ðner scale
than this, then it cannot be detected.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Atomic Data
Throughout this work we have adopted the CHIANTI

database of energy levels, collision strengths, and transition
probabilities et al. This database represents the(Dere 1997).
most up-to-date compilation of atomic data currently avail-
able for interpreting EUV lines produced in the optically
thin, collisionally dominated regime. describe aY98
detailed comparison of theoretical line strengths and
observed line intensities from spectra obtained by SERTS
during a rocket Ñight made in 1989. In one or two cases,
more recent calculations of collision strengths than those
included in CHIANTI are now available, though we have
not attempted to include them here ; some are discussed by

We have made extensive use of the study forY98. Y98
verifying the quality of both the atomic data in CHIANTI
corresponding to the lines and of the lines themselvesB96

We have employed the ionization equilibria of(° 4.2.3).
& RothenÑug for all elements other than Fe,Arnaud (1986)

for which we adopt the more recent calculations of Arnaud
& Raymond unless stated otherwise.(1992)

4.2. Filtering of Observational Data
4.2.1. Emission Measures from Individual Ions

The Ðrst stage in our analysis involves the construction of
EM distributions for the observed line Ñuxes from di†erent
ions using a method similar to that of ThisPottasch (1964).
allows us to see immediately whether or not any of the
di†erent lines common to a particular ion show discrep-
ancies with respect to other lines of the same ionic species or
with respect to the global EM distribution. Comparing the
EMs predicted by ions of di†erent elements also allows us
some leverage on ascertaining whether or not the elemental
abundances adopted are appropriate. A similar approach
was used recently by et al. in the study ofLaming (1995)
element abundances and the Ðrst ionization potential (FIP)
e†ect in solar and stellar coronae. We discuss the issue of
elemental abundances in more detail below. The method
adopted here di†ers from that of et al. in theLaming (1995)
range of integration over the individual line contribution
functions (e.g., which here we take to be theG

ul
(T ) eq. [1]),

between the points in temperature at which hasG
ul
(T )

dropped to 10% of its peak value.
The EMs derived from the AR93 and QS93 line inten-

sities reported by are shown in each pointB96 Figure 1 ;
represents the EM averaged over all lines for a given ion,
while the error bars represent the scatter in the EMs pre-
dicted for individual lines of a given ion. (The measurement
errors on the Ñuxes [and hence the EMs] are generally
D10%; these are not shown on the plots for purposes of
clarity and because of potential systematic o†sets ; see
below.) Each element is represented by a di†erent symbol
type, and low-FIP and high-FIP elements can be distin-
guished by open and Ðlled symbols, respectively. For the
purposes of these plots, we have used the ““ coronal ÏÏ ele-
mental abundances of et al. the abun-Feldman (1992) ;
dances were also used in the study. They include aB96
systematic enhancement of low-FIP elements relative to
high-FIP elements by an average factor of D4 relative to,
for example, the photospheric abundances compiled by

Noels, & Sauval (see also AlsoGrevesse, (1992) ° 4.2.2).
shown for purposes of comparison are the DEM recon-
structions of (taken from their Figs. 8a and 9a). We ÐrstB96

FIG. 1.ÈEmission measures (EM) (in cm~5) derived from combining all
lines for particular ions, for the active (upper panel) and quiet-Sun (lower
panel) regions observed by SERTS. 1 p error bars have been shown when
multiple lines from the same ion have been combined to produce a single
ion-averaged EM. The measurement error on each line is approximately
10% and is not shown for reasons of clarity. Each symbol refers to an ion
of a particular element, as listed to the right ; see to determine theTable 2
ionic states. Following et al. we have assumed the solarBrosius (1996),
coronal abundances of et al. for the purposes of these plots.Feldman (1992)
The DEMs (in cm~5) derived by Brosius et al. are represented by the solid
curves. Note the quite large scatter in the EMs predicted by individual
lines of some ions, as represented by the error bars (e.g., Fe XIII).

discard the point due to He II j303.8 from this discussion
and that following since it is likely to have signiÐcant
optical depth and contributions from radiative recombi-
nation. Having done this, one sees immediately that there is
excellent general agreement between the distribution of EM
points and the reconstructions ; however, there is alsoB96
signiÐcant scatter and some disagreement between di†erent
ions in the former.

We note that a systematic o†set between our EM points
and the curves can result from our ““ Pottasch ÏÏ-type ofB96
approximation that the line emission arises from a limited
temperature range, centered at the peak in the line contribu-
tion function, and that the EM is assumed constant within
this range. If the EM points are rederived taking into
account the slope in the EM distribution, they move in both
temperature and magnitude and generally in the direction
along the slope toward higher EM, depending somewhat on
the exact nature of the EM curve and on the individual line
contribution functions (cf. the study of v Eri by Laming,
Drake, & Widing Additional scatter in the EM1996).
points, and the error bars in the EM points themselves, can
arise from several di†erent sources of systematic errors as
well as the random errors of measurement. As discussed
earlier in the largest source of scatter is likely to be° 3.2,
errors in the atomic data.

The scatter in the EMs in calculated simply fromFigure 1
the observed intensities demonstrate that ““ blind ÏÏ EMB96
reconstruction and interpretation, even of quite high quality
spectral data such as that collected by SERTS, could be
perilous without detailed consideration of these underlying
uncertainties. The true uncertainty in an EM distribution
reconstructed from the whole set of lines used in Figure 1
without further reÐnements is reasonably represented by
the scatter in the points in regions where the points are
dense. At temperatures with relatively few points, and for
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di†erent EM distributions with much steeper gradients or
more complicated structures, the uncertainty in the EM
cannot be readily estimated for reasons discussed in ° 3.
Clearly, any quantitative comparison of di†erent EM dis-
tributions requires an estimate of the uncertainties in the
EM reconstructions. These uncertainties can be calculated
properly only through consideration of the various sources
of error propagated through the EM reconstruction
process.

4.2.2. Element Abundances

Following the conÐrmation by and othersMeyer (1985)
(see, e.g., the review by of earlier suspicionsFeldman 1992)
that the solar coronal composition di†ered from that of the
photosphere, the subject of element abundances in solar
(and stellar) coronae has been rapidly expanding. In the
solar corona, there appears to be an abundance anomaly
related primarily to the element FIP, with low-FIP ele-
ments being enhanced with respect to the photospheric
mixture to varying degrees but by average factors of 4 or so
relative to high-FIP elements (Feldman 1992).

From the standpoint of EM reconstruction, lack of
knowledge of the underlying composition represents an
additional systematic error when considering lines from dif-
ferent elements. For lines of the same element, it represents
an uncertain normalization factor for the EM (e.g., eq. [2])
and so does not a†ect the derived DEM structure.

The lines do not contain a sufficient number of high-B96
FIP lines to investigate in detail the presence or not of a
FIP E†ect. We note that an earlier EM study (J. M. Laming
1998, private communication) of the SERTS 1989 obser-
vations of an active region yielded abundances of low- and
high-FIP elements consistent with the ““ average ÏÏ coronal
abundances of et al. In the data, theFeldman (1992). B96
only high-FIP lines throughout most of the corona (i.e., at
log T [ 6) are those of S XII and S XIV from the AR93
spectrum; however, from we see that towardFigure 1
log T D 5.5 we become reliant on lines of Ne, a high-FIP
element (we ignore He II), in both AR93 and QS93 data sets.

The ion balance calculations of & RothenÑugArnaud
show the populations of Ne VI and Mg VI ions to(1986)

have very similar temperature dependences, and conse-
quently the contribution functions for lines of these ions are
also similar. This has lead to many interesting works based
on comparisons of relative Ne VI and Mg VI line strengths,
whose ratios can then yield directly the relative Ne and Mg
abundances (see, e.g., and references therein).Sheeley 1996,
Our Ne VI and Mg VI EM points at log T \ 5.65 in Figure

are clearly more consistent with the ““ average ÏÏ solar1
coronal composition of et al. than with theFeldman (1992)
photospheric composition of et al. Had weGrevesse (1992).
adopted the latter abundances for this Ðgure, the Mg VI

point would have been placed a factor of 4 or so higher and
the two points would have been separated by a factor of 6
or more.

The situation toward higher temperatures in the active
region is less clear. Of the S XII and S XIV points, the latter is
more indicative of a low-FIP enhanced coronal composi-
tion. However, later on we exclude this line from our DEM
inversion (see below) because of potential problems with
either the atomic data or instrument calibration, as was also
mentioned by The S XII point in is consistentY98. Figure 1
with the general trend of EM with temperature for the
assumed coronal composition. However, it lies considerably

above the points corresponding to Fe XIV, XV and XVI and is
more consistent with a photospheric composition.

We Ðnd no evidence for a specially high Al abundance
based on the EM predicted by Al X j332.8 when compared
to the other low-FIP points, as was found by J. M. Laming
(1997, private communication) for earlier SERTS spectra
obtained in 1989, and by Davila, & ThomasFalconer,

for spectra obtained in 1991. Al has a FIP of 6 eV,(1997)
which is lower than those of Mg, Si, and Fe. Feldman (1992)
has discussed the possible additional compositional frac-
tionation of the very low-FIP elements with respect to ele-
ments such as Fe. Such a fractionation is potentially very
valuable for understanding coronal abundances since it
points to more speciÐc fractionation sites than the simple
high-/low-FIP fractionation : it suggests that such a site
should be characterized by a substantial di†erence between
the fractions of the ““ high ÏÏ low-FIP elements and ““ low ÏÏ
low FIP in neutral and ionized states.

In what follows, since we have rather few high-FIP
points, we adopt the photospheric abundances of Grevesse
et al. as our baseline composition, but we investigate(1992)
the e†ects of assuming the et al. coronalFeldman (1992)
composition on our DEM inversions.

4.2.3. Final Choice of L ines

Avoiding spectral lines for which there are known or
suspected problems in either the atomic data, instrument
calibration, or other aspects is a fundamental aspect of spec-
troscopic analysis in all wavelength regimes. We have been
careful in constructing a subset of the initial line listsB96
that does not include lines with known or suspected dis-
crepancies. The lines that have been excluded are listed
below, together with notable lines that have been retained.

He II : We exclude j304 from the DEM analysis because
of likely complications in its formation resulting from radi-
ative recombination and radiative transfer.

Mg VI : The only line of Mg VI from those in the SERTS
bandpass in the data is j349.16. point out prob-B96 Y98
lems in the j349.16/j400.67 intensity ratio in the SERTS
1989 data, suggesting that j349.16 could be too strong. We
retain it here since it is a useful comparison line for Ne VI

and the lowest temperature low-FIP line in the data.B96
Mg VII : We exclude j319 because it is blended with Ni XV

(see B96 ; Y98).
Mg VIII : We exclude j312 because of blending with Ni XV

(see B96 ; Y98).
Si XI : We retain j303 despite its proximity to He II j304

since they seem well resolved in the SERTS spectrum;
however, we exclude j365.4 (which appears only in AR93)
because of potential blending with nearby lines from Fe X,
Ne V, and Mg VII.

S XIV : We exclude j417.64 since found that the ratioY98
j417.64/j445.66 disagreed with theory in the SERTS spec-
trum obtained in 1989 & Neupert the dis-(Thomas 1994) ;
agreement could be as much as 30%. This line is toward the
end of the SERTS wavelength scale and is also possibly
prone to calibration uncertainties.

Fe X : We exclude j365.5, which is present in only the
QS93 list, because of a likely blend of Ne V. report aY98
discrepant observed branching ratio with j345.74 in the
SERTS 1989 data and attribute this to Ne V j365.60.

Fe XI : j358.69 is likely a blend of up to four lines accord-
ing to and indeed in the data set this line yields anY98, B96
EM that is too high compared with the other Fe XI lines.
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The other blends are Si XI j358.65, Ne VI j358.69, and an
Fe XIV line suggested by et al. We excludeBhatia (1994).
j358.69. also suspected blending in j308.58 based onY98
the rather high density indicated by the j308.58/j352.67
ratio. We estimate the density from the line intensitiesB96
to be log Ne\ 9.6 or so, which is consistent with results
from other diagnostics (cf. and retain this line.B96),

Fe found problems with the j382.85/j338.27XII : Y98
branching ratio, attributing the likelihood of blending in
j338.27 as the probable culprit. We exclude this line. Simi-
larly, we exclude j364.50 because of blending with Si XI

j364.50, though the contribution of the latter to the feature
is likely to be small according to the estimate of Y98.

Fe XIII : Individual Fe XIII lines show considerable density
sensitivity, and in addition the observed density-insensitive
line ratios are inconsistent with theoretical predictions (see,
e.g., These lines are included in the analysis ofY98). B96,
but are all excluded here except for j348.2. This line is
excited principally from the ground level, and density e†ects
should not be a problem. P. R. Young (1997, private
communication) has noted that the density-insensitive ratio
j312.17/(j348.20] j359.67) does not agree with theory,
and the j359.85/j348.2 branching ratio is also slightly dis-
crepant, suggesting either a blend in j348.2 or else problems
with the theoretical ratios.

Fe note that j312.57 is blended with Co XVII ;XV : Y98
although estimate the contribution from Co based onY98
the observed strength of Co XVII j339.54 to be relatively
small (D15%), we discount this line because of this uncer-
tainty. From the SERTS 1989 observations, derive aY98
branching ratio for j312.54/j327.03 that di†ers from the
theoretical ratio by 25%. We neglect j417.25 because of
similar discrepancies in the j417.25/284.16 ratio, relying
instead on j327.03 and j284.16, whose ratios are in good
agreement both here and in the SERTS 1989 observations.

Undetected Lines : In we list lines not detected byTable 1

TABLE 1

UNDETECTED LINES

log10 (Tmax)a Predicted Fluxb
Line (K) (ergs s~1 cm~2)

Fe XXIV j292 . . . . . . 7.1 30
Fe XXI j336 . . . . . . . 7.0 25
Fe XX j384 . . . . . . . . 6.9 50
Fe XVIII j362 . . . . . . 6.85 10

a Ion balance from & RaymondArnaud 1992.
b Corresponding to log T \ 7.0, log EM\ 28.0.

SERTS and that are potentially useful for constraining the
DEM toward higher temperatures. We also list the Ñuxes
predicted at T \ 107 K by an EM\ 1028 cm~5 for these
lines for comparison purposes ; they are all expected to lie
well below the SERTS detection limit. (We assume a detec-
tion limit of D9 and D2.5 ergs s~1 cm~2 sr~1 for the AR93
and QS93 spectra, respectively, based on the marginal
detections of Fe XVII j347.8 in AR93 and Fe XI j356.6 in
QS93 spectra.) We use these lines as censored data points in
our data set [c].

The undetected lines allow us to explore the DEM over a
wider temperature rangeÈclearly, the lack of lines formed
at high temperatures place an upper bound on the high-
temperature DEM. The temperature coverage of the
detected lines is illustrated in which lists the tem-Table 2,
peratures of peak contribution of the di†erent ions, aver-
aged over the lines for eachB96 ion.3

3 This temperature does di†er for individual lines (the values quoted in
are the result of averages over for the di†erent lines), butTable 2 G

ul
(T )

because its value is dominated by the ion balance, the di†erences are at
most D0.1 dex, and hence are ignored here.

TABLE 2

ATOMIC DATA REFERENCES AND TEMPERATURES OF MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION OF RELEVANT IONS

log10 (Tmax)aIon (K) Referencesb

He II . . . . . . . . . 4.95 Aggarwal et al. 1991, 1992 ; Unnikrishnan, Callaway, & Oza 1991
Ne V . . . . . . . . . 5.50 Aggarwal 1984 ; Bhatia & Doschek 1993 ; Burke & Lennon 1994
Ne VI . . . . . . . . 5.65 Zhang, Graziani, & Pradhan 1994 ; D. H. Sampson & H. L. Zhang 1995, private communication
Mg VI . . . . . . . 5.65 Bhatia & Mason 1980
Mg VII . . . . . . . 5.80 Bhatia & Doschek 1995
Mg VIII . . . . . . 5.90 Zhang et al. 1994 ; D. H. Sampson & H. L. Zhang 1995, private communication
Mg IX . . . . . . . 5.95 Sampson, Goett, & Clarke 1984 ; Zhang & Sampson 1992
Al X . . . . . . . . . . 6.10 Zhang & Sampson 1992
Si VIII . . . . . . . . 5.90 Bhatia & Mason 1980
Si IX . . . . . . . . . 6.05 Bhatia & Doschek 1993
Si X . . . . . . . . . . 6.15 Zhang et al. 1994
Si XI . . . . . . . . . 6.20 Sampson et al. 1984 ; Zhang & Sampson 1992
S XII . . . . . . . . . 6.35 Zhang et al. 1994
S XIV . . . . . . . . 6.45 Zhang, Sampson, & Fontes 1990
Fe X . . . . . . . . . 5.95 (6.05)c Pelan & Berrington 1995 ; Berrington & Pelan 1995
Fe XI . . . . . . . . 6.05 (6.10)c A. K. Bhatia & G. A. Doschek 1996, private communication
Fe XII . . . . . . . . 6.15 Flower 1977 ; Tayal, Henry, & Pradhan 1987
Fe XIII . . . . . . . 6.20 Fawcett & Mason 1989
Fe XIV . . . . . . . 6.25 Dufton & Kingston 1991 ; Storey, Mason, & Saraph 1996
Fe XV . . . . . . . . 6.35 (6.30)c A. K. Bhatia, H. E. Mason, & C. Blancard 1995, private communication
Fe XVI . . . . . . . 6.45 (6.35)c Sampson, Zhang, & Fontes 1990
Fe XVII . . . . . . 6.70 (6.60)c Bhatia & Doschek 1992
Ni XVIII . . . . . . 6.45 Sampson et al. 1990

a Ion balance from & RaymondArnaud 1992.
b Collision strength data used in CHIANTI et al.(Dere 1997).
c Ion balance from & RothenÑugArnaud 1986.
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5. DEM RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM

Here we describe the algorithm we have developed to
estimate the DEM that gives rise to the observed line Ñuxes.
The algorithm is based on a Markov-chain Monte Carlo
process (see, e.g., the review by that can e†ec-Neal 1993)4
tively deal with both the large number of parameters (set by
the number of temperature bins deÐning the DEM [[10,
\100] and the abundances of the elements under
consideration) as well as censored data (upper limits to line
Ñuxes).

5.1. Method
5.1.1. Bayesian Analysis

The general thrust of our algorithm is to obtain the most
probable set of model parameters that describe the data. We
infer these probabilities by adopting a Bayesian approach
(see, e.g., Gregory & LoredoLoredo 1990 ; 1992, 1996 ; Pin8 a
& Puetter & Saha we evaluate the1993 ; Tolstoy 1996) :
probability of a speciÐed set of N model parameters # \

. . . nN given the set of m data pointsMhl, l\ 1 D\ MD
i
, i \

1 . . . mN using BayesÏ Theorem,

p(# oD) \ p(#)
<

i/1,m p(D
i
o#)

p(D)
, (4)

where p(#) is the a priori joint of the modelprobability5
parameters (which are assumed to be independent of each
other), is the likelihood of observing the givenp(D

i
o#)

datum for the speciÐed set of model parameters, and p(D)D
iis a normalization factor that ensures that the computed

probability is normalized to unity (this is a matter of conve-
nience, and enables us to identify a probability of 0 with
impossibility and 1 with certainty). Determination of the
so-called ““ posterior probability distribution ÏÏ p(# oD),
which forms a joint distribution in n dimensions, constitutes
a complete solution to the general inference problem for the
speciÐed model (a model here refers to the adopted set of
the parameters #, not to any particular set of values of the
parameters themselves). Probability distributions of a single
parameter say) may be determined by computing the(hk,e†ects of varying all the other parameters while holding the
relevant parameter ÐxedÈin other words, by marginalizing
the joint distribution over these nuisance parameters (so-
called because they are not relevant to the particular
problem being considered),

p(hk oD) \
P

p(# oD) <
lEk

dhl ,

and may then be summarized either by the mode [value of
where is maximum] or by the meanhk p(hk oD) [ShkT \

Note that in many cases may be/ hk p(hk oD)dhk]. p(hk oD)
asymmetrical and would require a more complex summari-

4 The review by is available on-line atNeal (1993)
http ://www.cs.toronto.edu/Èradford/review.abstract.html .

5 As the name suggests, these are the probabilities one assigns to the
parameter values before the calculation begins and contain the sum total of
our knowledge about these parameters up to that point. If nothing is
known of them save a range of valid values, then a uniform probability
density is adopted. If the value of the parameter is known exactly, then a
d-function prior is adopted. The concept of prior probability functions has
generally caused much controversy (see, e.g., but it must beLoredo 1990),
noted that the only times they a†ect the posterior probability function is
when a signiÐcant amount of information is known about the parameters.
As such they are extremely useful in updating information about the model
parameters.

zation : e.g., a credible region (or conÐdence interval) may be
set on by requiring the probability that lies in thehk hkgiven region R be equal to some threshold P,

P
R
hk p(hk oD)dhk \ P ,

with the probability density within R being everywhere
greater than that outside it. Note that in the above dis-
cussion, we have assumed that the parameter values are
continuous ; in practice, the integrals turn trivially to sum-
mations because of the numerical discretization of the
values.

In this work we consider only parameter estimation and
not model comparison, and hence we ignore the normal-
ization factor, which is relevant only to evaluate the relative
merits of di†erent models, e.g., sets of # deÐned for di†erent
values of n. Note that p(D) serves the same function in prob-
abilistic analysis as the partition function does in statistical
physics.

5.1.2. T he Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (Metropolis) Method

When the number of model parameters is large (D100, as
here), the possible space in which the best solution exists
may become too large to be computationally tractable.
Such cases may be dealt with by adopting a Monte Carlo
approach tempered by Markov chaining consecutive reali-
zations to determine the best solution asymptotically (see,
e.g., and refer-Nepveu 1988 ; Levinson 1991 ; Neal 1993,
ences therein)

A Markov chain is an ordered sequence of random vari-
ables . . . , such that the probability of Ðnding#0, #1, #2,the system in the state is dependent directly only on#

i`1Each here represents a particular realization of the#
i
. #

imodel parameters : the Markov chain may be completely
speciÐed by giving the a priori distributions for the initial
state and transition rules for going from state to#0 #

ithe latter are just conditional probabilities#
i`1 ;

p(#
i`1 o#

i
, . . . #0) \ p(#

i`1 o#
i
) .

The expectation is that such ““ updating ÏÏ of the probabilities
(formally, the probability of Ðnding the system in the given
state, as deÐned by #) would eventually cause the system to
converge to an invariant probability distribution from
which parameter values are sampled and which forms the
solution to the inference problem. Such a process is appro-
priate as a searching scheme to Ðnd the (usually small)
volume in the (usually large) parameter space in which the
model describes the data well [e.g., where . . ./ p(MhlN oD)dh1Thus when the number of parameters are large,dh

N
[ 0.9].

or p(# oD) is complicated, and it may not be possible to
characterize the distribution analytically, a sample of points
must be drawn from p(# oD) and the distribution character-
ized in an approximate sense. In particular, we can obtain
estimates of the probability distribution for each parameter
(obtained by marginalizingÈi.e., integratingÈthe full N-
dimensional probability density function over the remain-
ing parameters ; see above) driving a Markov chain with a
Monte Carlo sampling process (MCMC).

We adopt the Metropolis algorithm et al.(Metropolis
as the transition rule to determine a new set of param-1953)

eters (#*) from an existing set (#) :

1. SELECT a candidate set #* in which all components
except for a subset MkN are the same as in #, while the subset
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of parameters are chosen at random from a proposal dis-
tribution given by the probabilities S

k
(#, #*).

2. ACCEPT the candidate set with probability A(#, #*)
; otherwise, REJECT it and retain the old set. A popular
choice for A(#, #*) is simply the ratio of the likelihoods,

A(#, #*) \ min
C
1,

P(D o#*)
P(D o#)

D
. (5)

Thus, if the new state has a higher likelihood it is accepted,
and there is a Ðnite probability that it would be accepted
even if it has a lower likelihood. The latter constraint facili-
tates the search for the global extremum in the likelihood
function.6

Can we be sure that this process will result in a ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ
solution to the problem under consideration? It is possible
to show & Snell that a Monte(Kemeny 1960 ; Neal 1993)
CarloÈdriven Markov chain will converge to a persistent
distribution regardless of the initial state as the number of
trials increase, provided that the deÐned Markov chain
satisÐes certain plausible requirements. The Ðrst and fore-
most of these requirements is that there does exist such a
persistent distribution to be found, i.e., the probability of
Ðnding the system in a given conÐgurationÈa particular set
of values of #Èwill remain unchanged once this invariant
(or stationary) probability distribution is realized. Second,
the transition rules deÐning the system are assumed to not
change with time (i.e., the chain is Finally,homogeneous).7
the Markov chain is assumed to converge to the persistent
distribution independently of the speciÐed initial state (in
other words, an invariant distribution may be reached from
any valid initial state, i.e., any valid set of model parameters
may be obtained with nonzero probability from any other
valid set, a condition sometimes called ““ ergodicity ÏÏ). It can
then be seen that by writing the probability of a state
occurring at any given step as a linear combination of the
persistent distribution and another arbitrary distribution,
as a Markov chain proceeds, the weight given to the invari-
ant component must steadily increase because of ergodicity,
and hence the Markov chain must converge to the invariant
distribution.

Note that the convergence is stochastic, in the sense that
regardless of how large the number of trials k may be, after a
sufficiently large number of trials j ? k, will be nearly#

jindependent of though both sets will have been sampled#
k
,

from the same persistent probability distribution.

5.2. Implementation
Here we describe in detail the manner in which we imple-

ment the algorithm described above to the speciÐc problem

6 Note that this is similar in concept to simulated annealing
Gelatt, & Vecchi which also use the(Kirkpatrick, 1983 ; C‹ erny� 1985),

Metropolis algorithm to move the solution out of local minima. However,
while simulated annealing appeals to an analogy to physical processes (cf.
the minimization of an ““ energy ÏÏ function and the use of a control
““ temperature ÏÏ), MCMC[M] has a simple statistical interpretation
(maximization of the probability of the model parameters for the given
data and other prior information). Indeed, MCMC methods may easily be
modiÐed to include an ““ annealing schedule ÏÏ by, e.g., reducing the width of
the proposal function gradually, as a function of the temperature of the
system. Also, simulated annealing may be directly incorporated into
MCMC simply by adopting the system temperature as another parameter
in the problem (simulated tempering ; & ParisiMarinari 1992) !

7 Note that this excludes the process of simulated annealing or temper-
ing, where the transition rules do change. Considerations of convergence in
the presence of such variables is beyond the scope of this article.

of DEM inference using measured line Ñuxes in unam-
biguously identiÐed spectral lines. In particular, we Ðrst
point out the correspondence between the terms in equation

and the terminology of the previous section and then(2)
walk through various features of our implementation that
are not a part of standard MCMC[M] approaches but are
necessary for various reasons. We then list some of the
advantages and shortcomings of our method.

5.2.1. DEMs and MCMC[M]

In the speciÐc case of inferring a DEM, the data are(D
i
)

the measured line Ñuxes, corresponding errors, and upper
limits associated with speciÐc transitions u ] l. These are
related to the DEM through the line contribution functions
G(T ), as described by equation (2).

We identify the model parameters with valueshl Me(Tl),fN, where e(T ) are pseudo-DEM parameters that are deÐned
independently at each of the temperature bins, and f aren

Tthe abundances of elements. The actual arelog10 DEM(Tl)derived from a complete set of e by local smoothing at scales
derived from a wavelet analysis of (see below).G

ul
(Tl) ° 5.2.3

The likelihood function for a detected line of measured
Ñux f

i
^ p

i
p(D

i
o#) \ e~1@2*fi~fpred@pi+2 ,

where is the Ñux predicted for the line for the speciÐedfpredDEM (see In contrast, where only upper limits areeq. [2]).8
available, if and 0 otherwise.p(D

i
o#) \ 1 fpred ¹ f

i
,

5.2.2. Procedure

We Ðrst specify the ranges over which e(T ) and f may
This is equivalent to specifying constant a priorivary.9

probability distributions p(e(T ), f) over the allowed range.
The proposal distributions (cf. are initially set toS

k
° 5.1.2)

be uniform over the allowed range of each parameter and
are recomputed as Gaussian distributions from estimates of

after an initial run to achieve stabilization.p(hl oD)
We follow a hybrid scheme for the selection and variation

of parameters : if there are n parameters deÐning the system
(this could be a combination of e(T ) and f), then n candidate
parameters are selected one at a time, a new value is deter-
mined as a deviation from the old value, the new and old
likelihoods are compared, and the new value is accepted or
rejected based on the Metropolis (see above) criterion. The
values of T deÐning e(T ) are sampled from an envelope c(T )
obtained by adding together the normalized emissivity
functions,

c(T ) \ ;
KulL

G
ul
(T )

max [G
ul
(T )]

, (6)

while the values of f are considered in order. Thus the
emissivity functions constrain the temperatures atG

ul
(T )

which the DEM may be determinedÈfor example, no esti-
mate of a DEM is possible at values of T where G

ul
(T ) \ 0

for all the transitions considered. New values of a parameter
are obtained by considering normal deviationsh

p
h
p
onew \

where r is a random number and is an esti-h
p
oold ] rp

p
, p

pmate of the variance of The variance of each parameterh
p
.

8 We have assumed normal errors here, but the algorithm may be
trivially generalized to Poisson errors.

9 If the allowed range for any one of the parameters is 0, i.e., the upper
and lower limits are equal to each other, the parameter is held Ðxed ; i.e., we
impose a d-function prior on that parameter.
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may be speciÐed a priori and is also recomputed at the
beginning of the simulation, after an initial ““ burn-in ÏÏ
period. The burn-in period lasts until the frequency histo-
grams of the values of the parameters stabilizes, as deter-
mined by comparing the current accumulated histograms

with those generated by the end of the previous batch( f
i
)

see below), i.e., when the ratio( f @
i
;

T ; ( f
i
f
i
@)2

; f
i
2 ; ( f

i
@)2
U

(7)

exceeds a preset value (say 0.98). Each parameter thus
sampled is saved for future reference. At the end of each
cycle, all the e(T ) that were not sampled despite being
tagged for variation are then varied all at once and the new
set is also accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis
criterion.

The simulations are carried out in batches, where each
batch consists of a number of cycles of parameter selection.
The values of [DEM(T )] [obtained by local boxcarlog10smoothing of e(T )] and f are stored at the end of each batch.
The size of a batch is designed to ensure that the values of
the parameters at the end of each batch are nearly indepen-
dent of values obtained at the end of a previous batch, so
that errors on the parameters may be easily estimated (cf.

& Rubin (In practice, we ÐndGeyer 1993 ; Gelman 1993).
that a batch consisting of 10 cyclesÈi.e., when a typical
parameter value is 10 times removed from an earlier
realizationÈis adequate.) At the end of the simulation run,
the distribution of values of log [DEM(T )] and f are used
to determine the conÐdence intervals (as a deviation from
the best solution that includes a set fraction of the stored
points). This process is equivalent to sampling from p(hl oD),
obtained by marginalizing over all the other parameters.

5.2.3. Smoothing

As discussed in it is necessary to introduce a smooth-° 3,
ness criterion to a DEM solution. In order to avoid impos-
ing an arbitrary and inÑexible criterion, we use the line
emissivity functions (cf. to compute characteristicG

ul
(T ) ° 3)

scales for each transition that determines the local[L
ul
(T )]

scales over which DEM must be the smallestsmoothed :10
scale determined at each T for the various transitions con-
strains the local structure of the DEM. In this way, we
optimize the smoothing to obtain the maximum amount of
structural detail in the DEM. We determine the local scale
by correlating with the Mexican Hat waveletG

ul
(T )

1
d
C
1 [

Alog T
d
B2D

e~*(log T)2@2d2+ (8)

at numerous scales d. The value of d for which the response
of to the Mexican-Hat function is maximum deter-G

ul
(T )

mines the local length scale The model param-L
ul
(T ) \ 2d.

eters e(T ) are boxcar-smoothed locally at these scales to
generate predicted values of log10 [DEM(T )].11

10 It can be argued that our method is based only on the lack of infor-
mation as encoded in the kernel G(T ) of Note however thatequation (2).
this does constitute a physical constraint, as opposed to artiÐcially imposed
mathematical constraints such as polynomial Ðtting. In that sense, and
only to that extent, we note that this type of smoothing is physically
meaningful.

11 Thus the positivity constraint on the DEM is automatically enforced.

5.2.4. Advantages and Disadvantages

Here we discuss the various strengths and shortcomings
of the algorithm we have developed to infer di†erential
emission measure distributions from observed spectral
lines ; the points mentioned apply not just to the
MCMC[M] method but to the implementation as a whole.

First, we note that, like any existing DEM reconstruction
technique, our algorithm cannot rigorously handle errors in
the atomic data, i.e., the computed conÐdence limits do not
include possible errors in line strengths, level populations,
or ionic fractions (see However, we have tested the° 3.2).
algorithm by approximating these errors (cf. and the° 3
Appendix) and Ðnd that it does not signiÐcantly a†ect the
results of the reconstruction. Further, the Ðne structure in
the reconstruction is also limited by the widths and the
number of the line contribution functions but theG

ul
(T ),

required smoothing does not preclude sharp features
& Drake and we do not impose any global(Kashyap 1997),

smoothness criteria on the solution.
The main strength of our technique is that it provides

conÐdence limits on the most probable DEM, thus allowing
a determination of the signiÐcance of apparent structures
that may be found in a typical reconstruction. As can be
seen from this is a crucial component of any DEMFigure 1,

and follows directly from the mathemati-reconstruction12
cal basis of the algorithm The same mathematical(° 5.1.2).
structure also allows us to include censored data (in the
form of upper limits to line Ñuxes) in a trivial way in the
reconstruction, thus allowing the DEM to be characterized
even at temperatures at which no detectable lines have
formed. Further, our speciÐc dependence on the machinery
of MCMC implies that the Ðnal result is independent of the
initial conditions as long as the prior imposed on the
problem is not too restrictive (e.g., large errors may result in
the reconstruction if the allowed range of parameter values
is constrained to too small a range in the presence of cen-
sored data). However despite its power the same mathe-
matical structure also imposes certain limitations, the most
important of which is that comparison of di†erent types of
DEM models, e.g., those obtained with di†erent tem-
perature bin sizes or with di†erent parameterizations (such
as Chebychev polynomials), are not directly comparable
without extensive calculations (cf. isLoredo 1990)Èthis
because model comparisons involve p(D), the normalization
factors in which may be difficult to estimateequation [4],
when the number of parameters is large.

In practice, we Ðnd that our technique is easily adaptable
to varying numbers of parameters in the problem and is
especially well suited for problems with a large number of
parameters (D100). The numerical overhead of course
increases directly as the number of parameters, and con-
vergence may sometime be slow, but note that the algo-
rithm may easily be parallelized if needed.

Finally, we note that local extrema in the likelihood func-
tion will not trap the solution (cf. a trait also shared° 5.1.2),

12 While it is not our intention here to compare our technique with
other optimization methods, such as simulated annealing et(Kirkpatrick
al. & Parisi genetic algorithms1983 ; C‹ erny� 1985 ; Marinari 1992),

or others (see et al. we should note(Charbonneau 1995), Kaastra 1996a),
that none of these techniques provide a natural means to estimate the
statistical errors on the reconstructed DEM. Even in the case of genetic
algorithms, where the distribution of parameter values at the end of a run
may be used to illustrate these errors, there is no guarantee in principle
that this spread corresponds to the statistical error on the best-Ðt values.
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by other sophisticated optimization techniques such as
simulated annealing or genetic algorithms.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Reconstructed DEMs
We apply the MCMC[M] algorithm outlined above (° 5 ;

also, & Drake to the spectral line lists ofKashyap 1998) B96
corresponding to AR93 and QS93 in order to derive the
DEMs. We emphasize again that, because we use di†erent
atomic line data, ion balance calculations and abundances

the lower photospheric abundances of the low-FIP[° 4.2.2 ;
elements result in higher estimates of DEM(T )], as well as
avoid global smoothing of the DEM, we expect at the
outset that the DEMs derived here will be di†erent from
those derived by Also, in order to explore the sensi-B96.
tivity of the reconstruction to the spectral lines used, we
derive DEMs for (1) the same set of lines as used by inB96
their DEM inversions (2) the full data set, but(Fig. 2) ;
excluding some lines as discussed above in ° 4.2.3 (Fig. 3) ;
and (3) the full data set (with excluded lines) with additional
upper limits (Fig. 4).

Reconstructed DEMs for the various line data sets are
shown in Figures and for line sets [a] (the same lines2, 3, 4,
as used by [b] (all the lines in the SERTS databaseB96),
except those excluded in and [c] (the same as [b],° 4.2.3),
but including the undetected lines in respectively.Table 1),
The error bars correspond to 2 p limits and were calculated
by a Monte Carlo sampling from the posterior distribution
p(# oD) (cf. These DEMs, taking into account theeq. [4]).
uncertainties at each temperature, are as expected clearly
di†erent from the DEMs constructed byB96.

The DEMs derived from data set [a] show evi-(Fig. 2)
dence of double-peaked structures in both the AR93 and
QS93 cases, but unlike the DEMs derived by et al.Brosius

(note however that the second peak in the QS93(1996)
DEM is not statistically signiÐcant). Further, the peaks in

FIG. 2.ÈActive- (upper panel) and quiet-Sun (lower panel) region DEMs
(stepped line) derived with the MCMC[M] technique, assuming solar
photospheric abundances recommended by et al. involv-Grevesse (1992),
ing 500 simulations point~1 and using the same line list as used by Brosius
et al. Electron densities of 109 and 5 ] 109 cm~3 were assumed for(1996).
the quiet Sun and active regions, respectively. Where line information is
absent, the DEM is not well determined and is not shown here. The dotted
lines show the DEMs derived by et al. The widths of theBrosius (1996).
steps indicate the widths of the temperature bins and the vertical bars
denote 95% conÐdence limits on the derived DEM(T ).

FIG. 3.ÈAs in but derived from the full SERTS line list exceptFig. 2,
those lines listed in (data set [b]).° 2

the AR93 case are at lower temperatures. Note that the dip
at 106.2 K is not signiÐcant when compared to the adjacent
bins. The DEMs are not deÐned below 105.6 and above
106.8 K because of the lack of spectral lines in the data set
that cover the appropriate temperature regions. With this
set of spectral lines, we are thus unable to conÐrm the loca-
tion of the DEM minimum, which in the solar corona is
generally found near log T D 5, and the drop in the DEM
at high temperatures.

The extended set of lines in data set [b] lead to DEMs
that are qualitatively similar but show some inter-(Fig. 3)

esting di†erences. First, the peaks in the active-region DEM
now lie at lower temperatures than before ; second, there is
evidence of a peak at D106.6 K (the apparent peak at 105.8
K is clearly not signiÐcant, based on the large error bar
associated with it) ; third, the minimum of the DEM is
located between D105.4h5.7 K (but the poor spectral cover-
age of this temperature range implies that this result could
be sensitive to systematic errors ; cf. .° 3.2)

Inclusion of undetected lines that contribute at high tem-
peratures (data set [c] ; allows us to extend the DEMFig. 4)
past 107 K. The upper limits are however not stringent

FIG. 4.ÈAs in but derived from the full SERTS line list excludingFig. 2,
certain lines and including upper limits from high-temperature lines (cf.

data set [c]).° 2 ;
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enough to allow us to conclude whether the active-region
DEM shows a downturn (we are able to conclude that there
is no upturn in the quiet-Sun DEM at high temperatures !).
As expected, there are no structural changes at lower tem-
peratures compared to data set [b].

The quality of the reconstruction may be judged by
which compares the predicted and observed ÑuxesFigure 5,

for line set [b]. The majority of the predicted Ñuxes are
within a factor of 2 of the observed Ñuxes, indicating that
the residual scatter is due to the systematic uncertainties
inherent in the data possibly including errors in the(° 3.2),
underlying assumptions This is supported by the large(° 3).
spread in the deviations of lines at a given temperature,
which ought to be relatively insensitive to the details of the
reconstruction algorithm.

We have also explored the e†ect on the reconstructed
DEM of varying the abundances. During the reconstruc-
tion, we simultaneously Ðt the abundances of lines in data
set [b] relative to Fe (we cannot determine the absolute
abundances because we cannot then constrain the normal-
ization of the EM), and we Ðnd that there are no signiÐcant
changes to the DEM compared to that in This is aFigure 3.
result of the relatively small changes (indeed, except for Si,
consistent with no changes ; in the best-Ðt abun-Fig. 5)
dances of the low-FIP elements relative to the adopted
abundance of Fe (see The large discrepancy in the° 4.2.2).
relative abundance of Ne is due to the lack of any con-
straints on it other than from Mg (see also see° 4.2.2 ;
Fig. 1).

6.2. Implications for Physical Inference from DEM
Inversions

The most striking aspect of our reconstructed DEMs is
the amount of apparent structure, especially in the AR93
reconstructions. These are markedly di†erent to the smooth
spline or power-law type of relationship generally found in
DEM or EM inversions of solar spectra (e.g., see the Ñare
EM distributions of & Cook the quiet-Sun EMDere 1979 ;
distributions of & Doyle the active-regionRaymond 1981 ;
DEM derived by or the active- and quiet-SunDere 1982 ;
DEMs of Indeed, we have also performed experimentsB96).
to test whether or not the structure in these DEMs repro-
duces the observed line Ñuxes signiÐcantly better than do
the smooth DEMs described by Chebychev polynomials. In
these experiments, the DEM at each point in the tem-
perature grid was simply parameterized by polynomial
coefficients rather than allowed to vary quasi-independently
(neighboring bins are related through the imposed global
smoothing), and the reconstruction proceeded in an identi-
cal manner under our MCMC[M] algorithm. In both the
AR93 and QS93 cases, the overall Ðt to the observed Ñuxes
as indicated by the s2 statistic was dramatically degraded
(by greater than factors of 2) by the imposition of globally
smooth solutions.

The main scientiÐc issue resulting from this study is, then,
whether or not this structure in the emission measure is
real : whether it is in the EUV-emitting source itself, or
whether it is imposed on a more smooth distribution by

FIG. 5.ÈQuality of the DEM reconstruction, for data set [b]. The plots in the left panels describe the active-region DEM, while those in the right panels
describe the quiet-Sun DEM. The upper panels compare the observed and predicted Ñuxes : the solid line represents the dotted andFobserved \Fpredicted ;
dashed lines represent factors of 2 and 5 departures from equality, respectively ; and the solid vertical lines show the 2 p error bars on the observed Ñuxes. The
middle panels show the temperature coverage of the lines and the quality of the Ðt to each line : the scatter at a given temperature must be ascribed to
uncertainties in the atomic data and/or breakdown of assumptions. The lower panels show the results of allowing abundances to vary relative to Fe. The
diamonds and squares represent baseline Fe abundances from et al. photospheric) and et al. coronal), respectively ; the solidGrevesse (1992 ; Feldman (1992 ;
vertical lines indicate 95% conÐdence limits on the estimates.
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some errors in the various ingredients that enter into the
DEM reconstruction.

A convincing case for the latter hypothesis might be made
on the grounds that the di†erent data sets yield signiÐcantly
di†erent solutions : the DEM derived from data set [b],
which includes the full set of lines other than thoseB96
excluded for reasons discussed in exhibits peaks and° 4.2.3,
troughs at di†erent temperatures than the DEM derived
from data set [a]. While it is clear that the di†erences
between the two DEMs are simply caused by the di†erent
sets of spectral lines employed, it is not so straightforward
to rule out any spurious features in the DEM derived from
the smaller data set ([a]). One clue is perhaps provided by
the individual ion EM points in the dipFigure 1 :
near log T D 6.25 is a consequence of the Fe XIII point,
while the shift in the peak at log T \ 6.4 appears to be due
to the exclusion of the S XII line.

An interesting comparison to make is between the AR93
and QS93 DEM reconstructions. Based on the set of lines
[a], our reconstructions together with their conÐdence
limits suggest these to be statistically identical
for log T \ 6.4 or so, except for a small normalization
o†set. Above this temperature, the AR93 DEM clearly
extends toward higher temperatures than that for QS93.
The reconstructions, at face value, seem to suggest thatB96
QS93 has a steeper EM slope than AR93 for
5.5\ log T \ 6.2. It is only when the uncertainties in the
DEM are considered that this apparent di†erence in slope is
shown not to be signiÐcant.

In the case of data sets [b] and [c] (Figs. and3 4,
respectively), we are again drawn to remark on the local
maximum near log T D 6.0 in the AR93 reconstruction,
which does not appear in the corresponding QS93 recon-
struction.

As in other areas of spectroscopy, the key to success in
our opinion lies in the careful choice of the input spectral
indices used in the DEM reconstruction. Here we are
assuming of course that the underlying assumptions
involved in the calculation of a DEM (cf. are valid.° 3)
Spectral lines must be both well observed and also have
well-known theoretical line strengths. Ideally, lines from dif-
ferent elements should not be used to infer DEM structure
because of inevitable uncertainties in relative abundances.
For example, it is extremely unlikely that in the stellar case
the coronal (and photospheric) abundances in a coronally
active star are going to be known to better than 0.1 dexÈa
number comparable to the likely uncertainties in theoretical
line strengths for reasonably well-studied ions (see, e.g.,

et al. As we see in our reconstructions basedLaming 1995).
on high-quality solar data, di†erential studies based on dif-
ferent sets of observations will be extremely difficult in any-
thing other than the gross sense unless the observed spectral
indices (usually the spectral line list) are the same.

We are sobered by the somewhat negative conclusion of
& Brown and et al. in regard toCraig (1976) Judge (1997)

what one might learn of the temperature structure of the
corona from integral inversion analyses of spectral line
intensities : they suggest that very little may be deduced
about the source term based on this type of data, regardless
of its quality. However, we also wonder whether or not this
conclusion might have been colored by application to the
solar case in which di†erences in the ““ structure of the
source term ÏÏ in di†erent coronal regions and features are
actually relatively small when compared to the much wider

range of stellar parameter space. In the stellar case, while
the observational data is, and will be, of considerably lesser
quality, the di†erences in coronae from star to star can be
quite gross as one can immediately see from their spectra
(see, e.g., DEM reconstruction (our term forBrown 1994).
the forward approach to the problem we adopt here in
distinction to the inverse problem) still o†ers a useful com-
parison tool (provided the corollaries mentioned above are
considered) and a Ðrst-order empirical, one-dimensional
model from which further physical insight can be gleaned
more easily and intuitively, as pioneered by workers such as

and references therein).Jordan (1980,

6.3. Coronal Structure
Observations of the solar corona with instruments

aboard various telescopes Vaiana et al.(Skylab : 1973 ;
NIXT : et al. Yohkoh : et al.Golub 1990 ; Acton 1992 ;
SOHO : Fleck, & Poland have shown thatDomingo, 1995)
X-ray emission is highly inhomogeneous and arises in loop-
like structures arranged in complex conÐgurations. It is
widely recognized that the geometry of these loops is dic-
tated by the structure of the coronal magnetic Ðeld (see, e.g.,

et al. & Rosner and that theRosner 1985 ; Litwin 1993)
X-ray structures are magnetic Ñux tubes Ðlled with hot
coronal plasma. The structure of the plasma in each individ-
ual loop is also complex & Tsuneta(Kano 1996 ; Tsuneta

but the loops have been successfully modeled as1997),
hydrostatic, energy-balanced, one-dimensional structures

et al. et al. & Tsuneta(Rosner 1978 ; Serio 1981 ; Kano 1995 ;
see also & Klimchuk for a di†erent viewpoint).Porter 1995

DEMs derived from such loops are not smooth but
rather are discontinuous, with a sharp increase up to the
maximum loop temperature as the temperature gra-(Tmax)dient along the loop drops rapidly. Such temperature struc-
tures are much narrower than the limitations imposed on
DEM reconstruction by the atomic line contribution func-
tions G(T ) (cf. Moreover, the solar corona is highly° 3).
inhomogeneous, and many loops, each with a di†erent Tmax,would contribute to the observed intensities in spectral
lines. Thus we would not expect to observe sharp peaks in
the reconstructed DEM. However, our reconstruction of
the solar DEM shows many local enhancements, which we
may identify with distinct loop familiesÈi.e., we speculate
that the features in the DEM distributions arise from a
complex of loops similar in size (and hence temperature and
emission measure) seen along the line of sight. We may then
derive loop properties from the observed DEM and
compare these with the expected theoretical properties. The
results of such calculations are listed in Table 3.

Comparing the derived loop height (cf. with theTable 3)
height predicted by the coronal loop scaling law [Tmax\ 1.4
] 103(pL )1@3, where p is the base pressure and L is the loop
semilength ; et al. we see that the peaks in theRosner 1978],
active-region DEMs deemed signiÐcant (see are° 6.1)
indeed consistent with features arising in individual coronal
loops, whereas peaks that are not well deÐnedÈfeatures at
low or high temperatures, in both AR93 and QS93
DEMsÈare inconsistent with simple loop structures.
Whether this departure from the scaling law arises from a
breakdown in the form of the conductive and radiative
Ñuxes or in the form of the heating involved (cf. &Porter
Klimchuk or whether the X-ray emitting structures1995),
at such temperatures may not be regarded as loops, we
cannot say based on our data set.
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TABLE 3

LOOP PROPERTIES

HEIGHT (cm)
log10 (T )

LINE DATASET (K) Observeda Predictedb

AR93 [a] . . . . . . 5.9 (0.8È4) ] 107 2.1 ] 108
6.1 (4È8) ] 108 5.3 ] 108
6.4 (0.4È2) ] 109 2.1 ] 109

AR93 [b] . . . . . . 5.8 (0.5È2) ] 107 1.3 ] 108
6.0 3] 108 3.4 ] 108
6.25 1.6] 109 109

D6.6 (1È2) ] 109 (3È5) ] 109
D6.8 (5È8) ] 108 D1010

QS93 [b] . . . . . . 6.0È6.3 D2 ] 109 D5 ] 109

a Height of emitting structure derived from the reconstructed
DEM.

b Predicted height of loop from scaling law, uncorrected for
projection.

The geometry of the quiet-Sun corona is not as well
determined. Y ohkoh observations Wheatland, &(Sturrock,
Acton Sturrock, & Acton Foley,1995 ; Wheatland, 1997 ;
Culhane, & Acton 1997 ; show that the meanTsuneta 1997)
temperatures are much lower than in the active region (as is
borne out by our reconstruction, which shows a maximum
at 6 \ log T \ 6.3) and that the temperature tends to
increase with height above the surface. The height we calcu-
late from the QS93 DEM is consistent with the(Table 3)
height of maximum emission measure et al.(Sturrock 1995 ;

Culhane, & Acton Note that this height is alsoFoley, 1997).
consistent with that derived from an energy-balanced
hydrostatic model, suggesting that the quiet corona may
indeed be composed of plasma-Ðlled loops in hydrostatic
equilibrium. The signiÐcance of this result is however
limited by the uncertainty in the magnetic structure in the
quiet corona (while closed Ðeld lines are indeed observed, a
strong radial component is almost certainly present, and no
information is available regarding Ðlling factors) and conse-
quent uncertainty in the validity of any scaling laws

& Gary & Klimchuk(Klimchuk 1995 ; Porter 1995 ;
et al.Wheatland 1997).

We speculate that the broad feature at 6.5 \ log T \ 6.7
in AR93 DEMs arises as a superposition of the DEMs of
many individual loops ; indeed, this view is supported by an
image of NOAA AR 7563 obtained with the Y ohkoh SXT

et al. this instrument has peak response at(Tsuneta 1991 ;
5 ] 106 K), which shows a large complex of loops of
various sizes arranged laterally. Conversely, if individual
loops may be discerned via structures in the EM distribu-
tion, it implies that there are very few loops at lower tem-
peratures (106È3 ] 106 K) in the active region under study,
suggesting a distinct loop population with lower maximum
temperatures. This is contrary to the conclusions of

et al. who compared simultaneous obser-Yoshida (1995),
vations of the solar corona away from active regions per-
formed with Yohkoh and NIXT & Herant(Golub 1989) :
they Ðnd that any morphological di†erences in the images
may be explained as due to the di†erences in the tem-
perature responses of the two instrumentsÈe.g., NIXT
observes the lower portions of coronal loops whose hot
components are more easily seen with Y ohkoh. Our DEM
reconstruction however implies that (1) individual coronal
loops exist even at such low maximum temperatures as 1
MK, (2) the variation in loop properties is larger for high-

temperature loops than for the low-temperature loops, and
(3) there are X-ray emitting structures that are inconsistent
with a simple loop model in both the active and quiet-Sun
regions.

7. SUMMARY

We have investigated and discussed from an empirical
point of view the reconstruction of coronal di†erential emis-
sion measure distributions. We have described a new
method, based on a Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm,
to solve the forward problem of determining the DEM that
best Ðts a set of observed spectral lines Ñuxes, upper limits
to observed Ñuxes (censored data), and other arbitrary
source parameters such as elemental abundances. Our
method is suitable for problems involving a large number of
free parameters and enables realistic estimation of the Ðnal
uncertainties on the derived results.

Using the SERTS EUV spectral line observations pre-
sented by we have reconstructed the DEMs that bestB96,
Ðt the observations. The most striking aspect of the results
is the large amount of structure in the DEMs. Our DEMs
with this structure reproduce the observed line Ñuxes sub-
stantially better than do any smooth solutions based on
low- to moderate-order polynomials, splines, or like func-
tions.

We discuss the reality of the results from a statistical
viewpoint : the conÐdence ranges we place on the DEMs
allow us to identify which of the derived structures are sig-
niÐcant (indeed, without this measure of uncertainty, the
reconstruction would be quite useless, and possibly
misleading). For example, the apparent feature at 105.8 K in
AR93 is consistent with a monotonically rising(Fig. 3)
DEM, and the double peaked structure in QS93 is consis-
tent with a broad maximumÈconclusions made possible
solely by the error bars associated with the values. Further
note that structure in the DEM may be driven by errors in
the underlying assumptions or in the atomic data (cf. ° 3),
and a careful consideration of the ingredients in the DEM
reconstruction is necessary to avoid spurious results. In that
regard, note that the overall shapes of the reconstructed
DEMs (cf. structures deemed signiÐcant, such as the double
peaks in AR93 and the decrease toward a minimum near
105.5 K in both AR93 and QS93, etc.) are quite robust to
changes in the adopted line lists, even though the locations
and magnitudes of the features may vary considerably ; the
combination of robustness to di†erent groups of lines as
well as statistical signiÐcance allows us to conclude that
these structures are not spurious. This study thus demon-
strates the limits of the applicability of the DEM set by the
scatter caused by atomic data and possible invalidity of the
underlying assumptions (cf. Fig. 1).

We speculate that the observed structure might corre-
spond to the individual loops, or families of loops, visible in
Y ohkoh soft X-ray images of the solar coronal region corre-
sponding to the SERTS spectral observations and show
that the prominent features in the DEM are consistent with
loops.
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for useful discussions of Markov-chain Monte Carlo tech-
niques, L. Golub for comments on coronal structure, J. W.
Brosius for providing rapid and helpful answers to ques-
tions relating to J. M. Laming for providing unpub-B96,
lished results pertaining to the SERTS 1989 observations,
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was supported by NASA grants during the course of this
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APPENDIX

SIMULATIONS

Here we demonstrate the MCMC[M] algorithm by reconstructing DEMs from simulated data sets. We generated line lists
in the 300È400 range (similar to SERTS) using the CHIANTI database et al. for prespeciÐed DEMs and chose aA� (Dere 1997)
small subset of the available lines (typically 50 of the strongest lines, but excluding He II j303) from which to reconstruct the
DEM. Assuming a Gaussian error as a certain constant fraction of the predicted Ñux, we obtained a new set of Ñuxes as
random normal deviations from the calculated Ñuxes, using the assumed errors. In addition, we also included lines with peak
contributions at various temperatures from 106.8 to 108 K; this set of lines are treated as upper limits, with the limit assigned
arbitrarily as the largest line Ñux obtained for this set.

The results of the simulations are shown (see Figs. and for DEMs of the type used by & Thompson6, 7, 8) Harrison (1991)
to test integral inversion methods ; in all cases, we have computed the line emission at a constant pressure of 1016 cm~3 K~1,
for solar photospheric abundances et al. The temperature coverage of the lines included in the analysis is also(Grevesse 1992).
shown. The MCMC[M] method clearly reproduces the major structures in the DEMs even when the noise is signiÐcant. The
value of the method is also illustrated in the conÐdence limits, without the existence of which apparent structures in the
““ best-Ðt ÏÏ DEM would be overinterpreted. Also note that the line Ñuxes predicted by the reconstructed DEM closely match
the simulated Ñuxes (generally to much better than factors of 2 ; the quality of the ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ solutions is equivalent to a
reduced s2D 1).

A point to note while considering censored data is that the reconstruction is sensitive to the a priori range in DEM(T ) at the
temperatures that are sensitive to the censored data points ; setting too small a range may adversely a†ect the reconstruction
at other temperatures, an e†ect that may be seen in in the form of larger error bars in the case involving upper limits.Figure 7

FIG. 6.ÈReconstruction of a test DEM from simulated data with 10% errors. The upper left panel shows the DEM reconstructed using only ““ detectable ÏÏ
lines (thin stepped lines, with 90% conÐdence limits shown with vertical bars) along with the original DEM (solid curve) ; the lower left panel shows the same
DEM reconstruction as above, but including upper limit data. The upper right panel shows the ratios of the observed (i.e., simulated) Ñuxes to the Ñuxes
predicted by the reconstructed DEM. The lower right panel is a scatter plot of the wavelength of each line vs. the temperature at which the line has the
maximum contribution ; the relative strengths of the lines are indicated by the sizes of the diamonds, and the upper limits are marked by open squares.



FIG. 7.ÈAs in for a di†erent test DEMFig. 6,

FIG. 8.ÈAs in for a di†erent test DEM and assuming 30% errors. While the general shape of the input DEM is rederived, the Ðne structure cannotFig. 6,
be reconstructed in the presence of large measurement errors.
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